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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quote from last night: 

Ok I'll be straight with you - the easy money has already been made.   

Either way, 2,130 and 2,135 will be our bull/bear pivot points.  Use it as a key inflection point to 

trade the movement AWAY FROM current levels (pivot). 

While I still think the "easy money"  has been made, traders are likely picking up money in front of a steam 

roller... or perhaps a ticking time bomb.  Case in point - today's session logically extended the trend and short-

squeeze movement toward the all-time high price target, allowing for at least three to four simple/efficient 

bullish pro-trend retracement trades today.  However, with the divergences and grossly overextended market, 

a sharp snap-back retracement (sell-swing) could occur at any moment as gravity takes over, sending shares 

lower instantly in an example of what we saw into today's close. 

Nevertheless, our plans will still call for caution and more bullish trades while share prices are exuberantly 

short-squeezed higher to squeeze additional losses (and by proxy, profits) from the perma-bears (you should 

NOT be a permabear).   

While this certainly was not a textbook Trend Day (they usually begin with upside gaps that are not filled), the 

session did evolve into a weaker trend day which I like to label a "T2 Trend Day."  A T3 Trend Day represents 

absolute perfection - an upside gap (that isn't filled and price trending higher all day long, never trading under 

the 50 EMA on the 5-min chart and closing at or near the highs of the day).  A T2 Trend Day is still a trend day, 

but something in the textbook formula went wrong.  Today, we didn't see an  upside gap and at the close, 

price sold-off sharply, breaking for the first time  under the 50 EMA). 

Otherwise there were three to four pro-trend retracement trades in line with our ongoing short-squeeze 

manipulation of the market higher thesis - it's still working so keep using it as the foundation of logic until it 

doesn't.  We enter pro-trend day retracements on the touch of the rising 20 EMA (5-min) or on the break 

above a falling trendline or 5-min reversal candle high.  Our stop is trailed between the 20 and 50 EMA (5-min) 

or under the 50 EMA and the target is the prior high or preferably a hold as long as possible until price breaks 

under a rising trendline or 5-min reversal candle low.   

There was only one valid short-sell set-up today:  The close and break under the rising 50 EMA (5-min) at the 

end of the day.  All other short-sales initiated while price was above the 20 and 50 EMA were ILLEGAL.  Look 

out for the trading police to knock on your door and arrest you the next time you fight a Trend Day in motion. 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

No Major Reports for Tuesday 
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July 20 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

As I highlighted to Weekly Intermarket Members (become a Silver Member if you're not enjoying the benefit 

of the broader/in-depth weekly planning service), Gold had greater odds of continuing the sell-off toward the 

$1,100 target and that's precisely what happened.  This sell-swing that was set in motion on the break/surge 

under $1,140's support was the trigger for the bearish price pathway down to where we are now - our current 

pivot target at $1,100. 

Oil similarly broke lower and now trades into the important $50.00 per barrel level on a positive divergence - 

it's a make-or-break bull/bear level pivot. 

Otherwise Stocks and the US Dollar continued to strengthen as was logical (and as was discussed also in the 

weekly member report).   
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Quick Pivot Point Here in Apple (AAPL) 

 

A quick look at Apple (AAPL) shows a similar situation to the S&P 500's key pivot at all-time highs. 

Either Apple shares break powerfully once again (reference February 2015) higher, triggering an aggressive 

buy-and-hold opportunity above $134 and $135 - or else we see a fourth example of a sell-swing down against 

resistance. 

Either way, focus your attention both on the S&P 500 and Apple here for a breakout or retracement "history 

repeats" play/outcome. 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

For now, we have two equally plausible plans (strategies) at work.  The first is the textbook, logical, historical 

technical analysis probability which would simply have us taking profits and getting ready for a short-

sell/bearish swing down away from the 2,120 level.  That's logical - but it's not the dominant thesis. 

Instead, we're declaring the market as being short-squeeze manipulated/stimulated higher and so far, that 

thesis has been the most efficient way to plan and stay on the right side of the ongoing price action higher - 

short-squeeze manipulated.   

So, while price should go down from here and we will certainly short-sell it intraday or swing trading (stop 

above current highs) if price actually does trader lower, we will be equally ready to continue calling it 

"manipulation" and profiting from the ongoing short-squeeze bullish money flow if price defies the odds (it 

can) continues trading higher, making bears lose more money as bulls (and we who are neutral) profit. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

We've been successfully using February 2015 as our model for what's happening now - how to plan and trade 

it.  IT'S WORKING.  After a sell-signal triggered (under 1,190/2,000 and then 2,050/2,045 respectively), buyers 

intervened and manipulated the market higher with an aggressive buy program, triggering the short-squeeze 

impulse that propelled the market straight up to new highs.   

At this point, it should be clear that price has greater classical analysis odds of stalling and trading lower.  I 

think everyone can and should see that (divergences and dojis into resistance).  That doesn't mean price will.  

Perversely, if buyers once again intervene and overcome the selling pressure with additional capital injections 
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into the market right here, it will turn short-sellers into buy-to-cover (stop-loss) buyers and thus once again 

impulse the market even higher above current levels.   

I don't want us to be permanent bulls either, relying and resting on the manipulation thesis to drive profits 

lazily into our accounts.  Be careful here, let PRICE - not theory - guide you, and reference both April and May 

2015 to temper any outstanding bullishness you have right now. In both cases, the market hobbled to new 

highs, only to see a sudden sell-off/retracement take place for a BULL TRAP scenario.  We can't assume buyers 

will intervene as they have been doing, but if they do, we'll eagerly and happily trade long (while price is 

moving up away from 2,135) unless price returns back under 2,130.  We'll use 2,130 as our short-

term/intraday pivot, looking to trade a real-time movement up away from, or down away from, this key pivot 

(unlimited upside target; downside target of 2,100). 

 


